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Global Protocol

Embracing differences to do business

Case Study – Background & Introduction

An SB1070 Project

Working in the global business market can be exciting. You may have the opportunity to travel
to other countries, or work with colleagues who live overseas. Although you may be excited to
get to your meeting or jump on the plane, it is essential that you take time to better understand
the protocol of their country so you can do your best to connect with them and start your
business dealings off on the right foot.
If you’ve ever met someone from another country,
you might notice they do things in a slightly
different way. Greetings and introductions can vary
significantly from country to country. Business
dealings in the United States may start with a
handshake, while in Asian countries they may begin
with a slight bow and presentation of business
cards, or in European countries they may begin with
an embrace and a kiss on each cheek.

Protocol is what we call the rules for international politeness in a given country. Similar to
etiquette, knowing proper protocol for the country you are doing business with helps to bridge
the cultural gaps. In most cases following protocol serves to show you will respect your
colleagues and it opens up the doors to strong business
dealings. However, there are some times where knowing
protocol can help keep you from offending your
colleagues. Hand gestures like “thumbs-up” or “a-ok” have
offensive meanings in some cultures, and things like
showing the bottoms of your feet or eating with your left
hand might make your colleagues uncomfortable.

Protocol can also prepare you for unusual situations. In Japan it is
customary to remove your shoes in many buildings. Although they may
supply you with slippers, you will want to make sure to wear socks with
no holes, or get a pedicure before traveling so that you aren’t
embarrassed to take off your shoes!

Gaining a better understanding of the language and culture of a community can lead to stronger
business relationships. In some cultures it is essential to take time to connect with clients in
order to establish trust in business dealings. This may mean it is customary to have a meal
together before signing a contract.

Additionally, you may want to manage your own expectations as some cultures like to begin
events or meeting promptly, with people showing up early, while in other cultures it is normal to
start a meeting much later than the listed time. Some businesses will have a more casual
atmosphere while others will be more formal, and there are cultural influences for this as well.
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Lost in Translation
Some of the most difficult situations may arise when you have language differences, but here are
a few tips for anyone working through a translator or with someone from another country
Humor doesn’t translate well
It is difficult to understand humor in another language
even if a translator is there. Many times the meaning will
be “lost in translation” leading to confusion.

Acronyms may be different
Use full terms instead of acronyms. Remember that in
another country each term is spelled differently and they
may not understand acronyms for English terms.

Words vary even within a language
Even in Britain there are words that have different meanings than in the US, and this is the same
for every language. If you learn Spanish from someone of Mexican heritage, expect a different
accent and some different vocabulary in your business meetings with someone from Spain.
A small effort often gets you a large result
Even if you don’t know a language you can show your willingness to work with colleagues
through learning simple phrases, like greetings, thank you and goodbye.

Cultural Advantage

Many students in the US are a great fit for international business jobs because of their bicultural
heritage. America is made of so many different cultures, which makes students who grew up
speaking two languages or crossing a border for holidays in a unique position to do business
with industries in more than one country. Their familiarity of not only language but also another
culture means they can go into industry overseas and immediately work with colleagues,
bypassing the need for a translator and avoiding the faux pas that someone unfamiliar with the
culture may accidentally make.

In other countries, it is often customary for students to learn
English at school as well as their native language, which means
we are competing with multilingual industries worldwide. This is
why many Universities require students to be multilingual and/or
study abroad in order to obtain a degree in international
business. Students already fluent in two languages may find
they’ve already done much of the ground work for these
programs, or they may take a third language to put themselves
ahead of their colleagues and build a resume that will be hard to resist.

Extension & Application

Read & annotate this article on Cultural Awareness
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/cultural-faux-pas-body-language.htm
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